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Walking is a great way to exercise,
but are you in a strolling rut? Try these
tips from exercise physiologist Kelsey
Coates, with LVHN Fitness, that will rev
up your walk and boost your fitness.

1

Add intervals: Push your co~ortable
pace with intervals. Start off with a
simple interval: 3 minutes hard (difficult
to hold a conversation) - 2 minutes easy
(can hold a conversation). Repeat intervals
throughout the entire walk.
Pick a new route: Mix up brisk walks
with fresh scenery. Seek out a new
park or a rail trail location. Benefit:
Walking on softer ground is easier on
your body than a sidewalk.

2

Bring a buddy: Having a support
system for walks not only keeps
you accountable but also competitive.
Challenge one another to a new route or
hill repeats to build strength.

3
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Christine Falvello is on her path to recovery
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Area athletes, we've got just to place for
you to get a competitive edge: LVHN Sports
Academy. LVHN Sports Academy is the
Lehigh Valley's premier indoor turf training
facility that also offers sports performance
training for individual athletes, teams,
and orgarlizations.

-+ Learn more at 484-223-1595.

View Wait Times
Wait times for many
ExpressCARE locations are now
"live" on LVHN.org. Look for
the orange stopwatch on
the top of LVHN.org, or review
ExpressCARE wait times on
LVHN.org/ExpressCARE.

Find an LVHN imaging location near you.

-+VisitLVHN.org/testing.
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Watch featured doctor video:
LVHN.org/Angelisanti

Far beyond morning sickness
Morning sickness itself happens
when human chorionic gonadotropin
(hCG), a hormone, peaks early in
pregnancy. By 10 to 12 weeks it
usually levels off. For some women,
though, not only does morning
sickness continue, but it is so bad
that they find it nearly impossible to
eat or drink.
"If you lose more than 5 to 10
percent of your body weight, that's a
serious concern," says Angelisanti.
"It's one thing to be nauseous. It's
another thing to be vomiting several
times a day."

When you need hospital care

~

Susan Angelisanti, MD
Obstetrics and
gynecology

Morning sickness is quite common in early stages of pregnancy,
affecting as many as 80 percent of pregnant women. What's less
common is extreme morning sickness, also known as hyperemesis gravidarum. You may have read that Kate Middleton
(Duchess of Cambridge) was hospitalized in the early weeks of
each of her pregnancies due to extreme morning sickness. Even
so, this isn't just royal gossip - extreme morning sickness is a
serious condition that can require a hospital stay.
What takes morning sickness from annoyance to health
threat? Obstetrician-gynecologist Susan Angelisanti, MD, with
LVPG Obstetrics and Gynecology, says it is when "people are
losing weight, they can't go to work, and they need to be hospitalized for fluid and medications."

What might lead Angelisanti to
hospitalize a pregnant woman with
extreme morning sickness? Along
with weight loss, she would look for
urinary ketones, low blood pressure
and dry mucous membranes.
Treatment would include giving
fluids in the hospital. Also, your
doctor can prescribe medications
that can help with nausea. You can
continue to take them safely for as
long as morning sickness persists.
"It's normal for certain foods not to
taste as good to you during pregnancy.
When you are feeling nauseated,
drinking fluids is more important
than trying to eat," Angelisanti says.
So even if you can't tolerate small,
frequent meals, be sure to continue
to take in liquids, like sports drinks
or ginger ale. "Being dehydrated can
make your nausea even worse," she
says, "and eventually dehydration can
result in hospitalization." 4
- LEAH INGRAM
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Opioid Crisis's
Most Vulnerable Victims

Kay Young, RN
Obstetrics and
gynecology

Connections Clinic team serves pregnant women and their
families in Lehigh, Northampton and Carbon counties

You've probably heard of fetal alcohol
syndrome. But what about opioid
neonatal abstinence syndrome (NAS)?
"We are seeing a rising incidence of
this syndrome in our neonatal intensive
care unit (NICU)," says Amanda Flicker,
MD, LVHN Chief of Medical Obstetrics.
NAS occurs when a pregnant woman
uses opioids during pregnancy, and
then her baby is born dependent and
withdraws from the substance after birth.
LVHN obstetricians and pediatricians
worked together to create an intervention
that could help to improve this situation
and provide support for the baby.

Connecting care
Enter Connections Clinic, developed by
a group including pediatrician Elaine
Donoghue, MD, with the Children's
Clinic at Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)17th Street. Connections Clinic connects
prenatal and postnatal care for moms

with care for an entire family, including
newborns - especially if the family has
a history of opioid abuse. It is designed
to integrate obstetrics, pediatrics, behavioral and mental health services, and
other social resources.

Advocating for the addicted
Connections Clinic begins its work at
a pregnant woman's first obstetrics
appointment when she is asked a series
of questions. "These questions are related to any personal or family history of
substance abuse," says Kay Young, RN,
with LVHN Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
Based on questionnaire responses,
a pregnant woman might be referred
to licensed social worker Stacy Spadt,
Connections Clinic program coordinator, and to obstetrician-gynecologist
Courtney Boyle, DO, with LVPG Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Elaine Donoghue, MD Amanda Flicker, MD
Pediatrics
Obstetrics and
gynecology

Connections near you
Connections Clinic is a mobile resource, "meeting the needs of patients
in many communities across the Lehigh
Valley," explains Flicker. LVPG obstetricians in Lehigh, Northampton and
Carbon counties are working with the
Connections Clinic team. The pediatric
component is coordinated through
Lehigh Valley Children's Hospital's
Child Advocacy Center.
Thanks to a grant from the
Community Foundation of the Lehigh
Valley that provides $100,000 over
five years, "we can help supplement
the mental health component of this
program," Donoghue says. In addition,
the grant will help educate health care
providers to spot and treat mothers and
babies affected by opioids. 4

--- •
- LEAH INGRAM

Do you or someone you
know need addiction support?

.,. Call 888-402-LVHN to be connected
with the Connections Clinic.

LVHN.org
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Jetes, plies and pirouettes
have filled 18 of Gianna
Tolotta's 21 years. It's no
wonder that the Bethlehem
Catholic graduate is now a
professional ballerina. Yet
just as her career was gaining
momentum, Tolotta found
herself slowing down.
"It was audition season, and
I was having this cramping
pain in my abdomen," Tolotta
says. She pushed through the
pain and landed a summer
contract dancing at the
American Contemporary
Ballet in Los Angeles, as well
as a contract for Colorado
Ballet's 2017-2018 season.
"I just remember the pain
getting worse through every
movement," she says. "I had
sharp pains, aching pains,
internal itching sensations and
continuous cramps. On some
days I felt like I couldn't even
get out of bed."

0

Watch featured doctor video:
LVHN .org/Martino

Martin Martino, MD
Gynecologic oncology

Q: How many locations
does LVHN offer
robotic surgery?
A: Five.
1. Lehigh Valley Hospital
(LVH)-Cedar Crest
2.LVH-Muhlenberg
3. LVH-17th Street
4. LVH-Hazleton
5.LVH-Schuylkill

ACT

1 »> Hidden pain revealed

She visited doctors in California, who
theorized she might have a hernia
or possibly endometriosis. They
recommended surgery to include a
meshless hernia repair, but Tolotta
wanted a second opinion. So she
booked an appointment with surgeon
Martin Martino, MD, LVPG Gynecologic Oncology, whom her mother
and aunt had previously seen for
surgical procedures, and flew back
to the Lehigh Valley to see him.
While imaging at LVHN did not
reveal a hernia, it's what Martino
suspected. He recommended a
minimally invasive surgery using
the da Vinci®Xi™ surgical system.
Xi provides 3-D imaging that could
help determine the source of her
pain. The system would also provide
a minimally invasive way for Martino
to correct it.

2

ACT »> Precision care
restores order
Martino consulted with surgeons
T. Daniel Harrison, DO, and Scott
Beman, MD, both with LVPG General, Bariatric and Trauma Surgery
and members of the LVHN robotic
surgery team. They discussed how
surgery could likely restore Tolotta's
full range of motion and take away
her pain, while at the same time
provide a cosmetically pleasing
outcome that would not affect her
career as a ballerina or ability to
have children in the future.
During Tolotta's August 2017
surgery, Martino discovered that her
pain was from an inguinal hernia in
her right lower pelvis, exactly where
she had pinpointed her pain source.
"If you had a small balloon and you
pushed it out through a very small
window in the abdomen to create an
opening, that is a hernia," Martino
says. During surgery he also discovered other conditions that were
likely contributing to her pain
beyond the hernia.

--•
Learn more about
LVHN's robotic
surgery program.

~

Visit LVHN.org/roboticsurgery.

In addition to having endometriosis,
a condition where endometrial tissue
from inside the uterus grows on the
outside of a woman's reproductive
organs, Martino discovered that
Tolotta also had adhesions in her abdomen near the hernia. He hypothesizes
that the adhesions - bands of scar
tissue that can bind organs and other
tissue together in a painful way - had
likely developed around her hernia as
a way of her body trying to heal itself.

ACT 3 »> Free from pain,
dancing again
"We were able to remove the endometriosis, close the hernia defect and
reconstruct the area where Gianna
had her major symptoms," Martino
says. "We did this all with just a few
small, hidden scars."
"I have three tiny scars that you
can barely see," says Tolotta, who
before the surgery wasn't able to do
even the most basic ballet moves.
She's now dancing full time with the
Colorado Ballet in Denver. "In ballet,
we train our bodies to move in ways
the human body isn't set up for, such
as building strength in the alignment
with your hips 180 degrees open, or
the pressure of all your body weight
on your toes. I'm excited to finally be
back doing full-length rehearsals and
performing with no p"ain."
Martino describes Tolotta as an
elite athlete. "We know how to care
for athletes, and all our patients, when
stakes are high," he says. "As an elite
athlete, Gianna could have gone
anywhere in the country, but chose
to come back home to LVHN. We are
thankful she trusted our team with
her care." 4

____ _

- LEAH INGRAM
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Family
Dinner at
Rehab

For Rose Brotzman of Pen Argyl,
rehabilitation started almost
immediately after her stroke

8
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One night in February 2017, Pen Argyl,
Pa., couple Rose and Wayne Brotzman
went to bed like any other evening in
their half-century-plus marriage. Then
everything changed.
"I heard her get up in the middle
of the night," Wayne says, "then when
she was coming back to bed, I noticed
that only one arm and one leg were
working. The rest was being dragged
behind. I knew at that point something
w as wrong because she'd had two
minor strokes before."
Rose was taken to Lehigh Valley
Hospital (LVH)-Muhlenberg, one of
three accredited Primary Stroke Centers throughout Lehigh Valley Health

Network, where a scan confirmed a
brain bleed on the right side . "I can
remember our daughter-in-law saying,
'This isn't good,"' Wayne says. She was
right. Because Rose needed critical
care, she was transferred by ambulance to LVH-Cedar Crest and admitted to the neuroscience intensive care
unit (NSICU), where her long road to
recovery began.

Countering left-side neglect
Rose's stroke caused "left-side neglect."
says neurologist Adam Edwards, MD,
with LVPG Neurology. "It's as if the left
side of her body was not her own, and
the left side of her world didn't exist."

Exceptional Stroke Care

"You would sit her up in bed, and
she would tip over like a bowling pin,"
Wayne says.
Left-side neglect was one of many
components to Rose's inpatient
rehabilitation, which started almost
immediately after her stroke.
"It is very important, as soon as patients are medically stable, to get them
into rehabilitation," explains physical
therapist Trisha Collins, who worked
with Rose at the Inpatient Rehabilitation Center at LVH-Cedar Crest. "The
earlier you get moving, the more brain
recovery you can get," says Collins.
Staying immobile too long also can lead
to muscle and bone loss, and puts you
at risk for blood clots.
During rehabilitation, physical
therapy, occupational therapy and
speech therapy all work together. "The
general goal of inpatient rehabilitation
is to maximize your independence and
functional recovery," Collins says.

Speaking and swallowing again
Speech therapy isn't limited to helping
someone learn to speak after a stroke.
A speech language pathologist (SLP)
like Doris Golebiewski, with Inpatient
Rehabilitation Center- Cedar Crest,
helps people learn to swallow again.
"Due to weakness on one side of her
body, chewing food was difficult for
Rose," says Golebiewski. "Fortunately,
through consistent and intense interventions, including oral strengthening and
stimulation exercises, Rose improved
her swallowing function and was
enjoying a regular diet when she was
discharged home."

Rehab sweet rehab
Once home, Rose's recovery continued.
Occupational therapist Victoria Weber,
Lehigh Valley Health Network Outpatient
Rehabilitation, began working with her at
the Health Center at Palmer Township,
primarily addressing left-side neglect.

Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)-Cedar
Crest is the region's only Comprehensive Stroke Center, offering the highest
level of care for the most complex
strokes. LVH-Cedar Crest was the first
hospital in Pennsylvania to achieve
this certification, which recognizes
leading-edge diagnostic and stroke
treatments that patients receive here.

"Her husband has been great about
sitting on her left side so she has to turn
to see him," Weber says. And cups and
plates that used to frequently fly off the
dinner table at home (due to Rose's
limited awareness of what her left arm or
hand might be doing), fly a lot less often.
Occupational therapy also improves
tasks of everyday living - like getting
dressed, taking showers and putting
on deodorant independently. The last
skill was a recent victory, Rose says.
"Everything has not been hard - but
frustrating - because I was always very
independent," she says. "I did everything myself, for myself, by myself, and
all of a sudden I couldn't. I couldn't
even wash myself."

Sparkling motivation: An emerald
anniversary
Wayne has helped to make adjustments at home so that Rose's recovery
includes little victories. For example,
he installed a sliding tub seat so he can
get Rose settled in for a shower, and
he can leave so she can wash independently.
"The biggest thing was having to
care for her completely," he says, "and
then knowing when not to care for her
completely."
While Rose continues to heal, the
couple has a big goal in mind for 2018 dancing together on their 55th wedding
anniversary, their emerald anniversary.
It's a day they will celebrate their long
marriage as well as the rare love that
supports each other through sickness and rehab - and health. 4.
- LEAH INGRAM
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"When we first saw Lois she was
suffering from dizziness and had
fallen," says Marisel Mieses, RN, with
Lehigh Valley Home Care-Hazleton
(LVHC-Hazleton). "Our goal is to
provide whatever therapy or care
patients need."
Over the next six weeks, Welsh
received regular visits from nurses, as
well as occupational and physical therapists, to help her regain strength and
balance. Mieses also taught her to use
a new telehealth monitoring machine,
available since August, to measure
her blood pressure, weight and blood
oxygen levels every day.
"It's easy to use with an automated
blood pressure cuff, pulse oximeter
and scale," Mieses says. Vital signs are
automatically sent by modem to the
Air Products Center for Connected
Care and Innovation in Allentown
where nurses remotely monitor data
to ensure everything looks normal.

Health crisis averted

Marisel Mieses, RN
Home care

It started with nausea, chills and weakness one night last
August. Lois Welsh felt so bad her daughter called an
ambulance to take her to Lehigh Valley Hospital-Hazleton.
Welsh's diagnosis surprised everyone. The normally
active 74-year-old not only had pneumonia but also congestive heart failure (CHF), a chronic condition that limits the
heart's pumping power. "It was a complete shock because
I felt fine before that," she says. "I ended up in the hospital
for 13 days."

Support at home

Lynda Naperkowski,
MSN, RN
Home care

10
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After being discharged, Welsh was eager to get back
to her favorite activities, including babysitting her two
granddaughters and playing bingo. But she felt weak
and unsteady. Welsh was relieved home care was
available to help her while she recovered.

The service proved to be a lifesaver
when Welsh's blood pressure dipped
dangerously low one day. Her cardiologist was immediately alerted and
quickly readjusted her hypertension
medication.
"We're seeing good outcomes with
this new monitoring system," says
Lynda Naperkowski, MSN, RN, Director, LVHC-Hazleton. "Only two of 24
patients have been readmitted to the
hospital within 30 days."
Welsh and her family credit telemonitoring with bringing peace of
mind and helping her recover faster.
"My care team knew right away if I was
sick," she says. "My energy is back
now, and I feel great." 4
- SIDNEY STEVENS

---•
Learn more about home
health services.

_. Visit LVHN.org/homecare or
call 888-402-LVHN.

Esophageal
Cancer
Survivor Never
Says Never
Bill Corbett finds hope and
successful surgery at Lehigh
Valley Cancer Institute

After top doctors in New Jersey and New
York told Bill Corbett, 65, diagnosed
with stage 4 esophageal cancer, "Your
tumor is inoperable," he tried to process
how quickly his life had changed.
"I went from doing my thing, putting ·
in long hours in my carpentry/handyman
business, even going to the gym three to
four days a week, to realizing that I may
have six months to live," he says. Then
surgeon Jeffrey Brodsky, MD, with LVPG
Surgical Oncology and Lehigh Valley
Cancer Institute told him something
different: "I don't buy it. Let's operate."
Brodsky specializes in complex
surgeries of the gastrointestinal tract
and associated organs. He believed
a successful surgery was possible
even though cancer had spread to the
adrenal gland on Corbett's left kidney.
In Corbett's favor, disease was primarily
confined to two areas, and he was otherwise healthy.

Miraculous
meeting

Jeffrey Brodsky, MD
Surgical oncology

0

For Corbett, finding
Brodsky was "the
first miracle." Corbett's son, Adam,
is a veterinarian,
who met Brodsky's
daughter, an intern,

Corbett
In Septemb er,
d his recovery by
celebrate
"bucket
. family on a
taking ~is
Alaska. Pictured
1l.st" cruise to. Annette son
with his wife,
,
Adant and daughter
Tracy Corbett.

while working at the Philadelphia SPCA.
Their chance connection led to Brodsky
and Adam reviewing his father's scans
to get Brodsky's initial opinion. Corbett then traveled from his home in
Woodland Park, N.J., to meet Brodsky
for a formal second opinion. He was
strengthened by his future surgeon's
confidence.
"Dr. Brodsky told me it would be a
difficult operation, but he would get the
cancer out," Corbett says. "That's all I
needed to hear. I wanted to fight."

Up next: second miracle
In January 2017, Brodsky completed "the
second miracle": a complex five-hour
procedure at Lehigh Valley HospitalCedar Crest. It involved removing the
tumor at the base of the esophagus,
portions of the esophagus and stomach, left adrenal gland and potentially
affected lymph nodes, then rebuilding

the connection between the stomach
and esophagus.

A message of hope
The nine days Corbett spent in the
hospital were difficult, as were the
weeks following surgery. By March, he
went back to work, taking it one day at
a time. In September, he celebrated
his recovery by taking his family on a
"bucket list" cruise to Alaska.
"Today, my quality of life is phenomenal," he says. "I'm so grateful to Dr.
Brodsky and everyone at Lehigh Valley
Cancer Institute. My story shows that
even when some doctors give up on
you, you shouldn't give up on yourself ...
there's always hope." 4

---•

- YASMINE IQBAL

Get a second opinion.

-+ Visit LVHN.org/esophagealcancer.

Watch featured doctor video: LVHN.org/Brodsky

LVHN.org
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Sleeping on It
Sleep Disorders Center studies can reveal hidden
conditions such as sleep apnea
Sleep disorders are common but difficult to identify on your own for a simple
reason: You're not fully aware of what
transpires while you sleep. Many people experience sleep apnea, a condition
in which breathing involuntarily pauses
as often as 20 to 30 times per hour,
disrupting sleep as brain and body
arouse to open airways - often without
a person's knowledge.

(or daytime) sleep study. "Sensors allow
us to measure and analyze brain waves,
heart rate, breathing, oxygen saturation,
leg movements and other factors," Gasser
says. Results are available after the study
is completed so your primary care physician or a specialist at a Sleep Disorders
Center can evaluate them immediately.
Testing at a Sleep Disorders Center can
reveal 87 other sleep disorders.

Sleep study benefits

Determining the best therapy

A sleep study at a Lehigh Valley Health
Network (LVHN) Sleep Disorders Center
can help. "We do diagnostic testing and
can help manage sleep disorders with
appropriate treatment," says Russ
Gasser, supervisor at the Sleep Disorders Center at Lehigh Valley Hospital
(LVH)-Hazleton (Hayden Tower).
LVHN has Sleep Disorders Centers at
LVH-Hazleton, Health Center at Bethlehem Township and LVH-17th Street in
Allentown, where sleep study facilities
recently were renovated. "We've made
the rooms more spacious, homey and
comfortable," says LVHN adult sleep
operations supervisor Denise Minkoff.
A more inviting environment can help
you relax and get a better night's sleep which results in good quality data about
your sleep experience.
When sleep apnea is suspected,
you can receive an in-lab overnight

If the sleep study reveals sleep apnea,
a specially educated clinician can then
perform a titration study. This determines
optimal settings for treatment with a
continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP) machine that delivers a steady
stream of air through a mask worn during
sleep. "CPAP is the most common and
effective way to treat sleep apnea," Gasser
says. Many patients are furnished with
an individually calibrated CPAP device
before leaving the Sleep Disorders Center.
At-home sleep testing for obstructive
sleep apnea is available through 13
LVHN locations. An in-lab sleep study
may be especially useful if you have
cardiovascular disease, diabetes or
another condition that can play a role in
development of sleep apnea. "Helping
with sleep apnea often correlates with
improvement in these other conditions,"
Gasser says. 4
- RICHARD LALIBERTE
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More than half of people over age 50
have hemorrhoids, according to the
National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. But talking
about swollen and inflamed veins in the
anal or rectal area is something most of
us would rather avoid.
"Talking about hemorrhoids can
be difficult, but it's a very common
problem and really a matter of 'joining
the club,'" says fellowship-trained
colon and rectal surgeon Joshua
Nochumson, MD, with LVPG Surgery in
Hazleton. "When patients come to see
me, we have a conversation in my office
about their symptoms and concerns
before we go to the exam room. It's
important to feel comfortable in order
to get the help you need."

swollen or blood pools in them. Symptoms, which vary depending on location
(internal vs. external), include bleeding,
itching or irritation in the anal area, and
lumps or swelling in the anal area.
Hemorrhoids may be caused by:
.. Straining during bowel movements
.. Sitting on the toilet for long periods
of time (more than 15 minutes)
.. Eating a low-fiber, high-fat diet
-+ Being inactive (sitting for long periods) or overactive (frequently lifting
heavy objects, squatting, lunging)
Hemorrhoids are common as people
age. They also are common during
pregnancy due to increased blood flow
and pressure from a growing fetus.

What to do?
What are hemorrhoids?
Hemorrhoids are small veins that provide cushion in the anal canal and serve
a useful purpose to help control gas
and bowel movements. Problems occur
when hemorrhoids become abnormally

The good news is that hemorrhoids are
usually not dangerous, and a majority of
people can find relief without surgery.
Minimally invasive procedures using
lasers and injections, as well as rubber
band ligation, also are available.

Hemorrhoidectomy
surgery can permanently remove
hemorrhoids when
other treatments
fail, though less
invasive surgical
Joshua Nochumson, MD
General surgery
options are more
frequently used.
"Making changes in diet and toilet
habits will provide significant improvement for many people,'' Nochumson
says. "The important thing is to make
an appointment and find out what's
going on. Especially for anyone who is
experiencing bleeding - get checked
out and don't wait." 4
- JANET MCINTYRE

---•
Learn more about
hemorrhoid care.

-+ Visit LVHN.org/Hemorrhoids
or call 888-402-LVHN.
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Christine Falvello began feeling
fatigued in early December 2016,
but she chalked it up to holiday
preparations and long hours
running her own wealth management business. The following
month, though, she was still
feeling tired and woke one night
to the room spinning.
"I was so nauseous I crawled
to the bathroom and then
couldn't find the strength to get
back into bed," says Falvello,
who was 65 at the time. After
being rushed by ambulance
from her home in Drums, Pa., to
the emergency room at Lehigh
Valley Hospital-Hazleton, a blood
test revealed high white blood
cell counts and low numbers of
clot-forming platelets.

Diagnosing blood disorder
Michael Evans, MD, a hematologist-medical oncologist with
LVHN Cancer Center-Hazleton,
immediately suspected leukemia,
a cancer of the blood and bone
marrow. "I went to the lab for a
closer look at her blood smear,
and it appeared to be acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), a rare
and aggressive form that causes
white blood cells to remain
immature," he says. "It's highly
treatable, but there's danger upfront from a life-threatening blood
disorder called disseminated
intravascular coagulopathy (DIC),
which can cause excessive clotting inside small blood vessels.
DIC can lead to severe bleeding
in other parts of the body and
even death."

0

Watch featured doctor video:
LVHN.org/MEvans

Multiphase care for APL
Lab specialists quickly confirmed
Falvello's APL diagnosis, and she began immediate intravenous (IV) therapy with all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA)
and idarubicin (a chemotherapy drug)
as an inpatient. This combination is
particularly effective in treating APL,
especially if begun immediately. After
completing that part of her treatment,
Evans recommended that Falvello
return home for the two remaining
phases as an outpatient at LVHN
Cancer Center - Hazleton.
Starting in March 2017, Falvello
began receiving N chemotherapy
infusion treatments with ATRA and
arsenic trioxide (ATO) at the Hazleton
Cancer Center seven days a week After a month, she dropped to five days
a week Altogether, this second phase
of treatment lasted three months and
required a grueling daily regimen.

Daily heart and blood checks
Each morning a nurse arrived at
Falvello's home for a blood sample
to make sure her immune system
was not too compromised to handle
infusion that day. Chemotherapy can
lead to low blood cell counts and
raise infection risk
Next, Falvello went to the Health
& Wellness Center at Hazleton for an
electrocardiogram (EKG) to check
that her heart rate was normal.
Afterward, she headed to the Cancer
Center for infusion treatments that
lasted from two to six hours, depending on whether she needed a blood
transfusion to boost her cell counts.
"I can't say enough about how
caring and kind Cancer Center staff
was," Falvello says. "I was exhausted
and struggling to regain my health
- I'd lost so much control in my
life, including having to give up my
business. They understood and did
everything they could to make me
comfortable. They even let my 1-yearold grandson sit in bed with me. It
felt like family."

--•
Lehigh Valley Cancer
Institute Locations

+ John and Dorothy Morgan Cancer
Center at Lehigh Valley Hospital-Cedar
Crest
+ Cancer Center at Lehigh Valley
Hospital- Muhlenberg
+ Health Center at Bangor
+ LVHN Cancer Center-Hazleton
Learn more about the new
LVHN Cancer Center-Hazleton.
Visit LVHN.orgjhazletoncancercenter
or call 888-402-LVHN.

Back to health
After some setbacks - including
a severe infection
that required
Falvello to stop infusion
treatments
Michael Evans, MD
Oncology
for two weeks
while receiving N
antibiotics - she is now in remission
and undergoing the final "maintenance" phase of her treatment. For
the next two years, she will take
alternating cycles of oral ATRA and
two chemotherapy drugs at home.
Her prognosis is excellent, according to Evans. "Christine has had
some balance issues, possibly from
one of the medications, but she's
very strong and determined, and is
likely to be cured," he says. "We were
able to diagnose her APL quickly
and begin treatment right away. Cure
rates in these cases are above 90
percent. Best of all, we were able to
provide care close to home."
Falvello agrees. "Dr. Evans
diagnosed my condition immediately
and saved my life. He was such a
steady influence and very caring.
I'm so lucky to have that kind of
care nearby." 4
- SIDNEY STEVENS
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"my life became easier"

candidate is not dependent on
age." says surgeon T. Daniel Harnson. DO. with LVPG General
and Bariatric Surgery. "We've
done surgery on people in their
mid 70s with good success." A
weight-loss procedure can mitigate health problems associated
with obesity such as hypertension. diabetes, obstructive sleep
apnea and arthritis, which data
suggests may extend life.
More surprises came
throughout the six months of
pre-operative classes as Dalton
explored surgery further. The
biggest was how life-changing
surgery promised to be. Specialists in nutrition, behavior
and exercise emphasized that
Dalton would nee d to prioritize
protein, control portions , take
supplemental vitamins and
engage in new eating behaviors
such as avoiding carbonated
beverages, eating slowly and
having small amounts of food
more often. "Basically, they
were asking, 'Are you ready for
this?'" Dalton says. "If I went to
a buffet, I would not be able to
pig out. I realized I would need
to make some life-changing
decisions . But whatever it took, I
was going to make it work."
Despite his concerns about
surgery, the procedure went off
without a hitch. "Everyone from
the nurses to the anesthesiologist comforted me ," Dalton says.
"Everybody was so nice."

Promises fulfilled
Seminar educators had been
right: Surgery was life-changing
- and that didn't take long to
realize. ''As I lost weight, my
whole life became easier," Dalton
says. "I don't have heartburn
and acid reflux anymore, my
clothes fit better, I'm off high
blood pressure and cholesterol
medications." But most notable of
all was his energy.
Before surgery, he'd always
felt tired. "Everything had been
a major chore," Dalton says. "All
I wanted to do was sleep and
eat." With the weight off and his
health improving, he had more
energy than he knew how to
release. "I didn't expect that at
my age," he says.
Walking, an activity he used
to control his weight before,
suddenly didn't seem vigorous
enough. At first he avoided
running, afraid his legs and
feet couldn't handle it. "So
I decided to start running a
block and walking a block to
see what happened," he says.

"After a week, I made goals like 'I'll run from this block to
this house."' Slowly but surely
he did longer runs. "Then one
day I woke up and said, 'This
is it: I will push it and run three
miles,"' Dalton says, "and
nothing bad happened."

Becoming a runner
Since that day, Dalton has been
running at least SK (3.1 miles)
most mornings. "After a while,
I boosted it to lOK," he says.
Soon, he began accompanying
his marathoner daughter to
races where he runs in associated SK or lOK events. "Now I'm
hooked," Dalton says. "My goal
is to run a half marathon in 2018
and a full marathon no later
than 2019."
Dalton doesn't call his 4 a.m.
runs "training." "At that hour
there's no traffic, dogs or
people - it's relaxing," he says.
"I feel like I'm in my 20s or 30s.
I wish now that I'd had surgery
years ago." 4
- RICHARD LALIBERTE

--•
Join us!

T. Daniel Harrison, DO
Bariatric surgery

0

Watch featured
doctor video:
LVHN.org/Harrison

Learn more at a free Weight-loss Info
Session in Allentown, Bangor, Berwick,
Bethlehem, Hazleton, Mountain Top,
Palmer Township, Pottsville and
Wilkes-Barre. For dates and times, visit:
_. Lehigh Valley region:
LVHN.orgjLVbariatrics
_. Northeast PA region:
LVHN.org/NEPAbariatrics

"I'm not too old"
LVHN.org
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Laser surgery relieves
Gary Fitch's enlarged prostate
Gary Fitch of Tannersville, Pa., knew
he had prostate
problems. He scored
high on FSA (prostate
specific antigen) tests
as far back as the late
Jim Johannes, MO
1990s, but biopsies
Urology
ruled out cancer. His
prostate was enlarged, with symptoms to
match - like frequent urination and difficulty getting a stream going. Medication
helped, but his urologist told Fitch he'd
eventually need surgery such as TURP
(transurethral resection of the prostate)
that would remove excess prostate tissue and relieve pressure on the urethra,
which channels urine from the bladder.
"I put it off and put it off," the 75-year-old
Fitch says. "Having this kind of procedure is not something you really look
forward to."
In spring 2017, his body forced a
decision. "One night I couldn't go at all,"
Fitch says. "I tried my darndest for a day
and a half." A urine-draining catheter
offered a short-term solution. It was the
endpoint for his condition, known as
benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH).

New option: HoLEP
Fitch's prostate was now too large for
standard TURP. Next standard option:
an open prostatectomy surgery that

involves a hospital stay and carries
risks of complications and bleeding. "At
that point, my urologist recommended
I see a surgeon at Lehigh Valley Health
Network (LVHN) who offered a different
procedure that very few surgeons in the
U.S. can do," Fitch says.
Called holmium laser enucleation
of the prostate (HoLEP), the minimally
invasive procedure removes
substantially more prostate tissue
with fewer risks and less blood loss
than a TURP or open procedure. "You
get the same results as with open
prostatectomy but go home after about
10 hours instead of staying overnight
in the hospital," says urologic surgeon
Jim Johannes, MD, with LVPG Urology.
"Many urologists believe this approach
will become the new standard of care
for BPH, but it requires specialized
equipment and training." LVHN alone
offers HoLEP locally.

Remarkable relief
Imaging tests showed Fitch's prostate had grown four times larger than
normal, making him an ideal HoLEP
candidate. "I showed up for surgery
around 7 a.m., and by about 3 p.m.,
they said I could go home," Fitch says.
"The results are absolutely amazing."
Issues with flow, control and pain have
vanished. "By every objective, measurable outcome, he's doing fantastic,"
Johannes says. "He's peeing better than
a 20-year-old." 4
- RICHARD LALIBERTE
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Watch featured doctor video: LVHN.org/Johannes
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Spring
Clean Trip
and Fall
Risks
You;ll walk more safely
the rest of the year

Tam on lights
before going up or
down stairs.

•

If you're in the spring cleaning
mood, keep an eye out for hazards that can cause trips and
slips the rest of the year.
Physical therapist Linda
Banos, with Rehabilitation
Services-Mountain Top, says
Linda Banos
slipping
and tripping can lead
Physical therapy
to falls, particularly among
the aging. Breaks involving the hips and the
humerus - the long upper arm bone between
the shoulder and elbow - can be debilitating.
"And don't forget the head," Banos says. "Many
fall and hit their head, putting them at risk for
a concussion."

Install
handrails.

•

Fix Slip, Trip and Fall Risks
Floors
.. Remove walking
hazards (newspapers,
electrical cords, etc.).
.. Secure throw rugs
with double-faced
tape.
.. Repair loose floor
boards.
.. Immediately clean
up spilled liquids
or food.

Bathroom
.. Use non-slip mats
in bath or shower.
.. Install grab bars
for shower, tub or
toilet.
Stairs
.. Install handrails.
.. Add non-slip
treads to bare
wood steps.

Lighting
.. Use night lights in
hallway, bedroom
or bathroom.
.. Turn on lights
before going up
or down stairs.
.. Store flashlights
in easy-to-find
places. 4
- JENNIFER FISHER
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Faith of a Survivor
Sandra Sanchez fought breast cancer with help
from a comprehensive care team

Even after being diagnosed with an
aggressive form of breast cancer in
September 2016, Sandra Sanchez
believed she would be OK.
Her faith was strengthened after
meeting with her Lehigh Valley Cancer
Institute care team - her surgeon, medical oncologist, radiation oncologist and
nurse navigator - at a private multidisciplinary consultation (MDC). An
MDC meeting is offered to every newly
diagnosed breast cancer patient.
"It was very helpful to see the entire
team at once and ask any question I
wanted," Sanchez says. They recommended a three-part plan: chemotherapy, surgery and radiation.

Life intervenes
While the plan was clear, Sanchez's
actual path was less straightforward. In
late September, she developed a bowel
obstruction that required emergency
surgery. When recovery from surgery
delayed the start of chemotherapy,
breast surgeon Lori Alfonse, DO,
assured Sanchez that breast surgery, a
skin-sparing double mastectomy with

reconstruction, could move forward
without affecting her prognosis.
Sanchez got through the mastectomy
and subsequent chemotherapy and
then endured yet another emergency
surgery (unrelated to her cancer) in
April 2017. Undeterred, she recovered
from that procedure before undergoing
34 sessions of radiation to eliminate any
remaining cancer cells. She completed
her treatment with a breast reconstruction procedure in January 2018.

Sandra's keys to success
Today Sanchez is recovering and
looking forward. Her doctors note a
variety offactors that helped lead to
her positive outcome.
"Sandra's attitude was key," Alfonse
says. "She never doubted that she
would do well."
Radiation oncologist Steven
Perch, MD, adds that the Cancer
Institute's commitment to multidisciplinary, coordinated care ensures
the team is united, beginning with the
MDC and throughout treatment - even
when circumstances change. "Patients

reear her story.
+ Visit LVHN.org/Sandr:;_J

know that we 're all on the same page
and communicating with e ach other,
which leads to better care," he says.
Hematologist oncologist Ranju
Gupta, MD, notes that Sanchez's
willingness to participate in a
medication research study led by
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center is important. "This medication
previously has shown promise in
treating prostate cancer. This is
one of the first studies that tests its
effectiveness in treating Sandra's form
of breast cancer," Gupta.says.
Sanchez herself has a simple
explanation for her resilience: "I'm
strong. I always had excellent care, "
she says, "and I always felt faith would
sustain me." ~
- YASMINE IQBAL
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Snowflake
Slip Doesn't
Stop Janet's
Dream Trip
Thanks to LVHN care,
Janet Anderson's'ACL repair
allowed her to hike the
mountains of Peru

Snowflakes - the decorative kind - led
to a Christmas Day 2016 fall in Janet
Anderson's kitchen. It happened after she
noticed special crocheted snowflakes
weren't in her kitchen window. Anderson
grabbed a nearby stepstool and jumped
on the counter to deck the halls. When
she finished, she misjudged the distance
to the stool and took a tumble.
"I knew I had torn a knee ligament
because I did the same thing in a skiing
accident in college," says the 57-year-old
Coopersburg, Pa., resident.
As she lay in pain on her kitchen
floor, she had one holiday wish: to take a
planned mountain hiking trip to Peru.

Gabe Lewullis, MD
Orthopedic surgery

0

Watch featured doctor video: LVHN.org/Lewullis

Wish part 1: Repair torn ACL
A few days later, an X-ray and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exam
confirmed Anderson's assessment - a
torn anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
in her right knee. The next day she
saw Lehigh Valley Health Network
(LVHN) orthopedic surgeon Gabe
Lewullis, MD, with LVPG Orthopedics
and Sports Medicine.
"We approach each patient differently
and consider factors like age, activity
level and personal goals," Lewullis says.
"Janet was very forthright in her goals she wanted to hike the Andes in Peru and
see Machu Picchu (the famous 15th-century Incan citadel). She was determined
to get there."
On Jan. 17, 2017, Lewullis performed
an ACL reconstruction with a cadaver

tendon at Center for Orthopedic Medicine-Tilghman. "We want to ensure
stability and limit risk for early-onset
arthritis," Lewullis says. "From that
point, it was up to Janet to rehab and
get back."
An~derson began that process with
physical therapist Mike Hosak, DPT, with
LVHN Rehabilitation Services. "Janet did
everything we asked of her and then
some," Hosak says. "It takes about three
to six months - working on range of motion first and then regaining strength. She
did a lot on her own as well. We had no
setbacks. It went like clockwork."

Wish part 2: Reach Machu Picchu
Anderson had to delay her trip from
May to September. But she and hus-

band Bruce made it to Peru, hiking 26
miles of mountainous terrain as high
as 13,800 feet above sea level in four
days to reach Machu Picchu.
"I had no problems thanks to Craig
Baker (manager, Lehigh Valley Medical
Supplies) and the knee brace I wore in
Peru," Anderson says. "And I can't say
enough great things about Dr. Lewullis,
Mike Hosak and everyone at LVHN.
They all made my trip possible." 4.
-TED WILLIAMS

•

Learn more about
our sports medicine
program

-t Visit LVHN.org/sportsperformanc:e.
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INSTITUTE

ANITA'S HEART DISEASE
LEFT HER TOO WEAK TO LIFT HER GRANDSON.
NOW SHE CAN'T PUT HINII DOWN.

Anita K's heart was failing. She was too weak
to pick up her newborn grandson. Then she
went to Lehigh Valley Heart Institute, and
something amazing happened. Treatment by
the board-certified heart failure team helped
her regain her energy, and she's feeling like
herself agaiJl. Just ask her, when she's not too
busy playing with her grandson.

Amazing. Everyday.
LVHN.org/Heartlnstitute

Lehigh Valley
Heart Institute
LEHIGH VALLEY HEALTH NETWORK

